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Keith Barron’s
1953 Chrysler Winsor
Visiting the Hamlets Residence
on the Easter Sunday Drive
Calendar of Events
•
•

*Kamloops Chapter Events

Sunday May 30th Adopt A Road (Coffee 10 at Heffley Creek Fire Hall
Clean Up starts 10:30 Bring a picnic lunch to enjoy afterwards)
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Editor’s
Remarks

The 2021 Roster is now complete and you should have
received yours by now either hand delivered by a member
or mailed by our membership team of Harm & Debbie
Fransen.
The club has had this photo card of the 3 club vehicles to
hand out as a Thank You to folks that help the club in various
ways.
As they are getting down in numbers they would like to have the new cards
showing the club’s 4 vehicles. If you can help with such a photo please forward
it to kamshafteditor@gmail.com

VCCC. COM WEB PAGE Thanks to Peter Findlay the web page is now up and running
including the missing Wrecker Restoration story, the Ambulance Restoration is up to date
along with the photos of Members Cars, also the latest Kamshaft and Club Calendar.
I used all the pictures I had of members cars for the updating. So if you do not see a picture
of your car please forward one to me at kamshafteditor@gmail.com so I can add it to the
web page for you.
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KILLING TIME By Don Potts
What are you doing to make it through the Pandemic? Good Question.
Lilian and I have been staying out of trouble doing 3—1000 piece puzzles while I
wait for my motor to be built and I can get it back in the car.
Enough of puzzles as I started on another big project. I have a box of pictures
passed down from Lill’s family. It contains over 300 pictures of which some have
identification on the back of what the picture is about. These
pictures date back to before the turn of the century.
Lilian’s grandparents {Joe and Gertrude Armstrong} where
married in Goshen Indiana at the turn of the century.
Leaving Indiana to travel to start a life on their sheep station
at Cawston, BC. (this 1916 picture was made into a post card)
Rosco {Lilian’s dad} was taken in at age 5 as an orphan
with his little sister and he lived as an Armstrong his entire life.
This Model T was the first family
car. It is hard to see in the picture
but license plate is either
1912 or 1913.
Same car on road to Night Hawk
At the US border.

1917 peddlers visited the ranch
selling their various wares.
This was great as it saved driving to town.

Does anyone recognize the make of the car?.
This picture was taken October, 7th 1916 at the train station when Lill’s
grand parents were attending a friends wedding in Michigan City.
When I was sorting pictures I found these interesting so I have included
them.
Sorting the rest of the pictures should keep me busy for quite awhile.
If anyone is interested in seeing more pictures I am available, just give me a
call Don Potts 250 374 1972
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Dr. Hanna Ritenberg

1947 - 2021
Hanna was born in Gratz, Austria and emigrated with her
family to Regina when she was three years old.
She obtained her medical degree at the university in
Saskatoon and later moved to Kamloops. After divorcing
her first husband she became Terry Shewchuk's partner
over 20 years ago and enjoyed dressing up and participating in our
Easter Parades. Up until two days before her passing she was still
practicing medicine and leaves over 4,000 patients who will now be
looking for a new doctor.
She also leaves behind her sister, four children and their spouses
and ten grandchildren.
Our sincere condolences go out to Terry and all of Hanna's large
family.

Elaine Jones is our sunshine lady.
If you know a member that could use a ray of sunshine contact
Elaine at 778 470 0369
Elaine sent “Sympathy” cars to Terry Shewchuk & Jack Woolard
&
“Thinking of You” to Mal Dixon

EASTER SUNDAY DRIVE
Sunday April 4th 2021
OK, so it was minus 1 at my home this the morning and trying to snow !
7am I get a phone call from President Jim Carroll “I have 2 inches of snow on the road here in Knutsford,
and i can’t get out of my driveway.“ now what ?
A shout out to you convertible owners that put in a good word with the weather man – that provided us
with a 2 hour window of sunshine for our Drive.
I estimated we had just over 40 attendees and the parking lot got filled quickly . I did get a few calls
from couples that were interested in joining the Kamloops Chapter. ( I would like to welcome to our
newest members Bill & Yvonne Millard with their ‘71 Mustang ).
We also had a few members from other VCC Chapters joined in.
I want to thank Don & Lillian Potts for dealing with some late comers & putting them in the que along
with handing out the Drive route sheets.
The feed back I got from the Senior Complexes was that we brought smiles to many faces and that they
were still talking about the ‘old cars’ at their meal times .
I hope you enjoyed the day and I welcome your suggestions in how we can possibly incorporate this
Drive into Easter next year.
Thank you to all those that came out and made the day a success
Rich Vandermey and Family
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For more photos go to VCCC.com Kamloops Chapter
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The March Mystery Car is a 1959 Lincoln Continental.
These high-end luxury cars were built in six different
body styles, the four door executive limousine, four door
formal sedan, four door sedan, two door hardtop, four
door hardtop, and the two door convertible. Cars of this
class were the ultimate in American luxury, with the two
top models priced at over $10,000.00 in 1959 dollars.
This was more than two Cadillac limousines could be
purchased for that year.
Cars of this luxury class had many standard features. Standard were such items as power steering, power
brakes, electric door locks, six way power seat, power vent windows, and tinted windows. Additional standard features were safety glass in all windows, padded dash, deep comfort seats, scotch grained leather upholstery, and deep pile carpets. The exterior finish was special for these cars. First, two coats of polished
enamel was applied, secondly, two coats of clear was applied, and lastly, two color costs were applied for the
ultimate sheen. Of course, there was a long option list available, but the most interesting one was the power
lubrication system. All the owner needed to do was to keep the reservoir full of lubricant. The automatic system kept everything lubricated at timed intervals.
As car of this size required a large engine as the car weighted in a 5,400 pounds. In this case the engine had
a displacement of 430 cubic inches, with a 4.30 inch bore x a 3.70 inch stroke. The 10.5 to 1 compression
ratio resulted in an output of 375 horsepower, and 490 foot pounds of torque at 4000 RPM. As a side note, a
lot of these engines were pirated for hot cars of the era, so now you know were the hot rod Lincoln came
from. All the cars were equipped with a twin range turbo automatic transmission. Rear differential ratio of
2.98 to 1 was standard. Because the industry changed to 14 inch wheels at this time, the brakes had to be of
a special design from everything done to that point. To compensate for the smaller wheels, designers went
to 3 inch wide brake shoes, with 11 inch drums. Total production for 1959 was 11,126 cars.

As a flagship model for Ford, these cars were produced at a loss of $80,000,000.00 for the
years production.
Art Harms
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The idea behind the Bronco began
with D. N. Frey, Ford product
manager, in the early 1960’s and
engineered by P. Axelrad, a Ford
engineer, with the final model for
production approved by Lee Iacocca
in February 1964. It was developed
as an off-road vehicle (ORV) and
marketed as Sports Utility, (the twodoor pickup model.)
All models were sold with four-wheel
drive, and locking hubs were standard. In the 1965 launch, the Bronco
was offered with a 170-cubic-inch
inline six pushing 105-hp.

#5 by Sal Harms

The warm, dry spring days of 1973 brought a 1966 (built in 1965) Ford Bronco to this family of four.
I remember it well as I excitedly became the primary operator. Art got stuck with guess what, the
Fargo Power Wagon, which was not equipped to carry a family of four. Sorry, that was not fair. It
was just that the Bronco had sensational gas mileage which was required when one put on more
miles.

I could hardly wait to go four-wheeling, but that had to wait several nail-biting weeks while the “boss”
did the mandatory safety inspection, in his leisure time, of course. Sound a bit frustrated, yep, I was.
The “boss” had mentioned, in passing conversation, that this great little four-wheel drive was just the
greatest hill climber currently on the market. I was fascinated and believed I would be invincible.
Ha, ha, ha. I continued to dream of the pending adventure I was about to experience.
Finally the big day arrived. I loaded the two youngsters and headed for the hills of Batchelor. In
those days the hills were bare without construction with only small rodents, snakes and lots of cactus living under the grass and sagebrush. But, guess what, there was a well-worn dirt path from the
east side over the highest hill to the old dump site on the west side. Now you know where I was
headed, of course, with the youngsters belted-in. Remember, in those days, there were only very
unsafe lap belts.
Climbing that hill on Batchelor was a memorable first for me. Remember, I thought I was invincible.
Okay, here goes, get out and lock the hubs in, put the transfer case in four-wheel drive, engage first
gear, then ‘petal to the metal’ and let’s get at it. Second gear engaged, that was easy, now I am
halfway up the hill and slowing down a bit, but still excited and confident. More > > > >
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> > > > Ok, I am now three quarters of the way up and OMG I realized I am not going to make it
and will have to back down a very, very steep unforgiving grade. I can hear the “boss” saying, ‘you
must get it into reverse before you stop or you will be in serious trouble.’ Three seconds, it is in
reverse, and I safely backed down with the tranny engaged and only a limited amount of brakes.
With my heart beating at a high rate, I sat and contemplated how foolish I was to try climbing this hill
with my kids in the backseat.
Would I do it again, you bet, but by myself. The adrenalin rush was fantastic. Sal Harms

When Ford launched the Edsel brand in 1958

Citation was the flagship model.
While the styling of 1958 and 1959 models was
controversial and likely spelled the end of the brand
by the time the beautiful 1960 models were unveiled
at least the names of most of the Edsel's lived on.

Chevrolet picked up the Edsel scraps when it
named its first front-wheel-drive car “Citation.”
It took over the showroom real estate left vacant by
the departure of the RWD Nova. While the Citation
never had the power to live up to the Nova’s
reputation, it did offer three body styles and the
promise of decent fuel economy right when
consumers needed it.
Chevy sold more than 800,000 1980 Citations after
getting an early release in April of 1979.
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1961 Pontiac Bonneville $17,500 4 door hardtop Survivor car, all original (have original bill
of sale) 389 V8 303 HP 4 speed Hydromantic transmission, 3 time 1st place awards at VCCC May
Tour judging, $5,000 spent in 2017, engine pulled, all seals replace, timing chain replaced, new
plugs & wires, brake hoses, heater core and much more components replaced.
Appraised in 2006 at $18,500 cdn. Current NADA estimated $26,460 US
Ken Hoshowski 778 362 3016 hosh1941@telus.net

1931 Dodge Brothers $ 26,500.00 Dark Blue in colour, Six (Code DH)
Equipped with Free wheeling, 90% original, Only 3 owners,
instruction booklet available,. The car is located in Kamloops.
Should be seen to appreciate.
Fred Kaatz (Non– Member) 250 320 2718 or fkaatz@telus.net

1948 Chevrolet fleet line $7,000 Cash Firm
No battery as the car has not been used in the past 2 years.
(Past member) Richard Wadge 250 453 2402

1969 Pontiac $4,500 convertible
Nice car. Ready to drive away
Should be seen to appreciate it.

*Contact Dean MacKley 778 220 4372
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